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1850 First Issue of Austria and Lombardy-Venetia: A Study of Uses

FOCUS: Single stamp on-cover uses of Austria and Lombardy-Venetia first issue of 1850.

SCOPE: Domestic uses of each of the ten different denominations, showing payment of single rates based
on distance, plus local use (within city district), printed circular rate, registry fee and fee for Acknowledge-
ment of Receipt. Examples are shown of various postmark types, including Lombardy-Venetia distribution
markings, railroad cancel, as well the use of Austrian kreuzer stamps in Lombardy-Venetia.

HISTORY: The first postage stamps of the Austrian Empire were issued on I June 1850 featuring the Habs-
burg coat-of-arms. They were typographed and issued in denominations of 1,2, 3, 6 and 9 kreuzers, and
were issued following the establishment of the German-Austrian Postal Union, which provided a uniform sys-
tem of postal rates. At that time the Austrian Empire consisted of countries which are now Slovakia, Croatia,
Slovenia, CzechRepublic, parts of northern ltaly, parts of Ukraine, parts of southern Poland, parts of Ruma-
nia, as well as Austria and Hungary. The first postage stamps were for use in the whole of the Empire, with
the exception of the Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia (Austrian Italy) which used a different currency. For
Lombardy-Venetia stamps were issued in denominations of 5, 10, 15, 30 and 45 centesimi.

Postal Rates Austria

Printed circular, any distance, per loth I kr

Local(within city district) no weight limit 2kt

Up to l0 meilen, per loth

10-20 meilen, per loth

Over 20 meilen, per loth

3kr

6kr

9kr

Registry Fee: 6 kr

Lombardy-Venetia

5c

10c

15 c

30c

45c

30c

l6 grams

Kaisertu m Osterreich
1816 - 1467

l0 meilen (Austrian post-mile) = 47 U.S. miles, Loth =

These rates and fees effective 1 June 1850 to 31 October 1858

Note: Exceptional uses are outlined in red.

All backstamp images are shown at75T:o

actual size unless otherwise noted.

Milzin*

Scale: l": l00miles

Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia
(Austrian Italy) 1815- 1866

References: l:ggFt The Postmarks of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire and Austrian ltaly and the Levant
1850-1869 by Edwin Mueller, New York, 1961, English
translation by Donald S. Patton. logr[3gtrYqgglftg:
Annullamenti Del Lombardy-Yenuto by Raffaele
Alianello, published by Sassone, Rome, 1972.

Russian

Empire

Ottoman Empire

Austrian Empire in 1850 shown in green. Geographically, it
was the third largest empire in Europe (239,977 square miles)
after the Russian Empire and the First French Empire.
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The Austrian Empire
measured 1, 1 00 miles
east to west, and 900

miles north to south.
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Austria I kreuzer yellow uses

The lk stamp paid the domestic printed circular rate for any distance per loth (weight) The use of postage stamps
was obligatory for domestic letters and printed matter starting I June 1850.

1k yellow Krems to Wien
(Vienna) 11 Oct. 1853, printed
circular use. Rare postmark rated

70 points by Mueller, 70x rarer
than one rated 1.

1 kr yellow Trieste local
use 4 Sept. 1855, printed
circular
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I kr. yellow Briinn to Gran,

Hungary 25 Dec. 1857, printed

circular
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Austria 2l<reuzer black and 3 kreuzer red uses

The 2k black stamp paid the domestic letter rate within district (local) any weight.
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Wien 20 Jun. (circa 1852)

arrival postmark on back.

2k black addressed to Heitzing, a district of Wien (Vienna). Mute stadpost (city post) cancel of Wien, scaree use with this cancel
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The 3k red stamp paid the
domestic letter rate for
distance up to 10 meilen
(Austrian post-mile) per
loth (weight)

3kr ted Fiinfkirchen,
Hungary 4 Sept. 1855,

to Ecseny, Hungary.
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3kr red Klagen-

furt 7 Mar 1855

"Recomandirt"
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Wolfsberg
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6kr brown stamp on back

paying registry fee.

Wolfsberg 8 Mar arrival
straightline marking
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Austria 3 kreuzer red uses
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3kr red Szegszard
(Hungary) 28 Sept.

1856 to Nagydorog,
Hungary. Manuscript
"Franco" (Paid)
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3kr red Hall in Tyrol 10

Sept. 1855 to lnnsbruck
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3kr red Gyula (Hungary) l1 June circa l85l to Arad, in present day Romania, then in the Military District of
Grosswardein of the Kingdom of Hungary. Manuscript "Recamandirr" (Registered); fee paid in cash
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Arad 1416 backstamp. "6,K'
-- manuscript rnarking indicat-

ing payment of registry fee in
cash



Austria 6 kreuzer brown uses

The 6k brown stamp paid the domestic letter rate for distance 10 to 20 rneilen (Austrian post-mile) per loth (weight),
also paid the Registry fee (see pages 3 and 9) and Acknowledgement of Receipt fee (see next page)

Prf

6kr brown Hohenms

22 Nov. circa 1850 to
Innsbruck
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6k brown Milano 26Mar.1851 to Verona. Austrian kreuzer stamps were allowed to be used in Lombardy-Venetia until

May 7 t 851. They cost 150% less than stamps denominated in centesimi. "Distribuzione 3" (Distribution 3) marking indi-

cated 3rd delivery of the day.
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Austria 6 kreuzer brown use

The 6kr brown stamp paid the fee for an Acknowledgement of Receipt form for a Domestic Registered Letter

6kr brown on a27 Feb. 1852 Return Receipt form that accompanied a registered letter from Rdmerstadt
to Sternberg. Rdmerstadt cds on stamp, plus straightline marking to its left. Sternberg 28 Feb. straightline
arrival marking also applied on stamp
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Back of form shows Sternberg 28 Feb. straightline arrival marking

and printed Habsburg coat-of-arms
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Austria 6 kreuzer brown and 9 kreuzer blue uses

Klagenfurth l0
May backstamp

6kr brown Fiurne 7 May 1854 to Klagenfuith

The 9k blue stamp paid the domestic letter rate for distances
over 20 meilen (Austrian post-mile) per loth (weight)

- Stemberg

1" - 50 miles

The railroad from Sternberg
in Moravia to Wien was

completed by 1849, hence

only one day transit for this
cover
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Eisenb: Ollmutz
11 Aug. railroad
station hansit
cds on hack

lmutz
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Wien station 1E

12 Aug. amival
backstamp

Scale

9kr blue Sternberg 1 1 A;;. circa 1850 to Wien (Vienna)
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Austria 9 kreuzsr blue uses
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9kr blue Politz 22Mar. 1856 to
Pesth (Hungary)'K.K.
FAHRENDES/ POSTAMT No. 3"
scarce traveling post office
(railroad) cancel

9kr blue from Banjaluka (Turkish Bosnia) to Trieste, privately carried to the Austrian border town of
Kostainiza (Croatia) 17 Nov. 1851 where it entered the mails. Scarce use signed by Ferchenbauer.
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Austria 9 kreuzer blue uses
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Kremsmiinster 27 Sep l857 "RECOM." (Registered) marking on both

sides, to Prague

t:y',-,

6kr brown stamp on back paying registry

fee, with Kremsmiinster 27 Sep cds.

Prague 30 Sep boxed arrival marking

Linz29 Sep oval

transit marking
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9kr blue Wien 2l Oct. circa 1855 to Unter Kubin, Hungary



Lombardy-Venetia 5 centesimi buff and 10 centesimi black uses

The 5c buff stamp paid the domestic printed circular rate to any distance per loth (weight)

'r-r/t/k
5c orange Milano 4 Jul.
1857 printed circular to
Padova. The orange

shade is much scarcer

than the usual buff color,
shown on bottom cover,

,p1 l--z.t

The 10c black stamp paid the
domestic letter rate within dis-
trict (local) any weight.

10c black Padova 16 Sep. 1853 use to
the tiny hamlet of Mandriola, 4 miles
south of Padova, within Padova's
postal district. Manuscript "Ferma in
posta" (Stop in the mai\ Avery rare
use signed by Ferchenbauer.

5c buffand lOc black Pizzighettone 31

May 1856 to Cremona. l5c letter rate

for distance up to 10 meilen. Signed

by Raybaudi and Sismondo. Scarce

use;the Pizzighettone postmark has a

rarity factor of6 in the Sassone cata-

logue. Cremona l/6 backstamp
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30c green and black fiscal stamp affixed
inside. Shown 125% of full size



Lombardy-Venetia 15 red centesimi uses

The 10c ned stamp paid the domestic

letter rate for distance up to 10 meilen
(Austrian post-mile) per loth (weight)

15c red Venezia 10

Sept. 1855 to Feltre

Feltre l1 Sep. arrival
straightline backstamp

15c red Tradate 4 Mar
1858 to Cislago. Rare

postmark with a Sassone

rating of 6.

Saronno 5 Mar.
transit backstamp
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15c red Tolmezzo 3 Nov.

1855 4-ring cds to Udine

Udine 4 Nov. arrival
backstamp
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Lombardy-Venetia 15 red centesimi uses
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l5c red Castiglione Delle Stiviere 11

Aug. 1852 to Roveredo. Scarce post-
nrark-rarity factor of 6 in Sassone

catalogue.

{l l-t' '*flfit
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Roveredo 13 Aug. arrival
backstamp

Pair l5c red Verona 27 Nov,
1857 to Venezia.

The distance between the two
towns is about 75 miles,
which is under 20 meilen
(Austrian post-mi les) equal
to 94 miles, hence the 30c
rate.

15c red Padova I Dec. circa
1850 to Verona. "Distribuzione
2" (Distribution 2) marking
indicated 2nd delivery of the
day. Signed by Silvio Sorani
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Lombardy-Venetia 15 red centesimi uses

Ij,',
15c red Vicenza 8 May 1852 to
Cittadella. Leffer originated in
Milano, privately carried to Vi-
cenza for posting in order to
save 2/3rds ofthe cost ofpost-
age; otherwise would have cost
45c based on distance.
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Cittadella 8 May arrival

backstamp
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on back

Red "Porta Lettere/I Distribuzione" boxed
marking on back*mail distribution marking
applied at Milano, indicating first mail deliv-
ery of the day. Milano 28 Oct. arrival cds.

Scale: 125%o of full size
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l5c red Bergamo 27 Oct.1850 to Milano

l5c red Montagnana 14 Aug. circa I 851,

Raccommandata (Registered) to Israelite
community in Padova. 30c brown on

back paying registry fee, Padova l5 Aug.
arrival backstamp. Signed by Silvano

Sorani.

Padova 15 Aug. arrival

backstamp

&
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Lombardy-Venetia l5c red and 30c
brown uses

15c red illegal use as a revenue stamp on complete
folded document Bolletta D'tntroito (Revenue Bitll

from Feltre July 29, 1856 to Fonzaso. Such fiscal uses

are rarely seen and only occurred when revenue

stamps were temporarily unavailable. Signed by

Ferchenbauer.

The 30c brown stamp paid the domestic leffer rate for
distance 10 to 20 meilen (Austrian post-mile) per loth
(weight)
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year date to Chiavenn a 3 ,i l.r N C,

Chiavenna 2l Dec.

arrival backstamp

30c brown Udine 14 Feb.

1855 to Klagenfurt
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Lombardy-Venetia 30 brown centesimi uses
The 30c brown stamp paid the fee for an Acknowledgement of Receipt form for a Domestic Registered Letter

RICIIVT]TA DI RITORI\O
l'cr urra let[era raccomandata irrr[,trst,irla I)l'essu I'Ufli,'io lrustale in 7 

" 
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il gior.no lLti","A/ur-rlrx r85;r all'iir;rdilizzo: /-/72-4'//')r,'6z,rz,yrr-
z,/,rr/t L<< , f, dyzrr2Z-/

clre ,n!fu-quesf oggi regrri,rlrnentc consegnata da quest'lJfficto poslale. ztrty"T-

riceluta volra essere riLolnata col plimo corso di posta al strindieato Ufficio d'inrposlaziorre.

30c brown Wpe 3 Sept. 1853 Return Receipt form that accompanied a registered letter
from Cologna to Legnago.

Cologna 4 Sep.

backstamp on

form

30c brown
Verona 28

Sep. i85l to
Venezia
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30c brown Treviso 8

Jul. 1853 to Trieste
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Lombardy-Venetia 45 blue centesimi use

The 45c blue stamp paid the domestic letter rate for distances of over 20 meilen per loth (weight)
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45c blue Milano 10 Aug. 1852 to Padova. "Distribuzione 2" (Distribution) marking on reverse,

which indicated that it was the 2nd delivery of the day. Signed by Luigi Gazzi.

Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia
(Austrian ltaly) I 81 5-1 866

Venetia
Udine

Valdobbiadene o

Scale: 1" : 100 miles

Route this cover took by railroad from Milan,
the capital of Lombardy, to Valdobbiadene in
Venetia

Padova I 1 Aug.
backstamp
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45c blue Milano 10 Jul. 1856 to Valdobbiadene

The 1850 First Issue of both Austria and Lombardy-Venetia were declared invalid for use effective
31 December 1858 due to a cufi:ency change, and were replaced by a new issue denominated in the
new curency.


